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Professor Urba n legends roam campus
Death myth
eft
to send
has circulated
books to
for 20 years
Iraq schools
By Sara Spivey
Daqv Ste. Writer

By Ling-Mei Wong
Dadi Arq/ 11;a0
Not hitting the hooks is easy
in Iraq, where there’s A shortage of
btioks.
Shipping books to Iroq
on plicated, as Jonathan Roth, ass/is-We
professor in history, found out.

Roth started "Books tit Boglidad"
after learning that Iraqi libraries lack
He said that one it his best
friends went to Iroq And learned
About universitv libraries not having
resent public Anon..
The purpose lot the books) is
(for them) to go Into iiiiiVersitV liab suid.
brArie."
He soul that lie wants the books
to go to Iraqi toothy and not to Iraqi
students, As maginolls planned.
Roth said he intends the books
tor the tosulty members. who will
in turn share the contents with their
students.
"I’ve sollected 441 boxe it books
so far," Roth sold.
Ot the boxes, 20 Are toll ill Mesh
sal textbooks donated bya teXtliiiiik
pons.. ’Die rest ore new or liglith
used textbooks t it situ, lath w"fk,
-We don’t wont Is iks that people
hove written All over." K. ti. said.
Regardless of whether the books
are new or used, the iotittleY they
would take requires Many steps,
Roth soul he had ttrigmolly
planned tel send the books through
the Denton Prograni. whisli is flan
Stet’ kpartnient.
by the
nob
Reins sari hue Ii Wed
tars AIWA, with extra spa. ’e nom
one military base to Another, lie said.
The closest base is TraVis Air Force
Base in Colnlornio, And from there
the books wtmuld travel to lioglidod
Internotionol Airport.
1 Intl
beCAlise of the es colored fighting, the plones Are filled
with minim i )))) n And supplies tor
the troops with no spa. e AVAilable.
Roth said.
While he evenniolls wonts to use
the Denton Program when there is
less fighting. Roth said he is looking

for alternative methods of sending
his 40 boxes of hooks.
At Jocksonville State University
in Alobania, Safaa
.1
ptotessor of biology, began a similar program .ilso called "thinks to
Al - lloindoni plans to ship the
It, toks ttt Iroq. he said.
"It set told take A couple of months
I ti i reach Iraq)," Roth said.
It Roth does ship his books with
11-11.illisfaili%. he will need to raise
S400 to 1500 to mail them to I t
Immo. lie said
Ile said heck. could Ise
t..
the history deportment. with "Books
to Baghdad" written on the check.
The history department ’s Ad
iiiiiiistrotive support ossistont, Puri it., lotted., did not know About the
donation process Ina Was aware of
to Baghdad." she said.
In the inemitime. Roth is re scotching other metlittds of moving
the books to Iraq.
The b. mks were recently tinned to
.t new storage los Anon last week lie satise 44 the losal Air Force ROTC.
"It pr widest the maiipttwer the
muscles to rim. Ye the b.1111;,,"
Col. Richard %Veiling said.
Welling soid there were eight rili
dents tioni RtYrc helping to !mire
the littoks.
Ile said that lie found out About
"Books to Bogladad" be, Anse lie is a
militors histtiti, profess, in And Roth
Also spesialrie Ili InstorS.

"W’e hove a

little ot

soliiiiiiiin

said.
Rtttli has Always hail All inter
the Middle Fast. studying the
uIuslmhle East And Ans ient
non,. While on undergraduate At I !4.’
Berkeley. he said.
"As an Ameris All
I feel person ally resin otiSillle," R. ,t11 SAKI.
le said lie feels that As Altietil
is telmilding Iraq, educotion should
be A long-term gull.
"Books ore key to knowledge."
Roth sold.
To schedule A pick up or A drop
off of new textbooks or win .1.1r11’
wi irks. contact Rtttli at 924-.7,50i.

l’holo Illustration Ii I li/a tutierrei 1).illt staff
One urban legend on campus is of a girl who was supposedly stabbed to death in a
phone booth in Hoover Hall. Some residents say that at night a phone ring may be heard
without having a physical origin of the ring.

A telephone rings in Hoover Hall, but no phone can be
found to answer.
It is a mysterious legend that has existed on the San Jose
State University campus for more than 20 years, said Eric
Norveson. a history department lecturer.
The Hoover Hall ghost is described in the legend as a girl
who WAS stabbed to death in a phone booth inside the resi
dence hall, he said.
"They couldn’t get all of the blood out of the phone, so
they renunted it," Narveson said. "Lite at night. occasionally you’ll hear a phone ringing down where it used to be (located)."
Norveson said he first heard the legend in 1984 from his
best friend who was a resident adviser in Hoover Hall. He
was an undergraduate at SJSU at the time .ind said his friend
heard the legend from other residents in the hall.
The story resurficed Again in 1991 when Narveson curie
to SJSIT as an instructor, he said, and he still heats the suns
troni his students today. 20 years later.
He said he has spent a great deol of tulle researching the
legend to find out if the niurder actually took place, and has
never found any evidence of it in newspapers or on the Internet.
"In the late ’80s and early ’901. I did a lot of research about
different buildings on carliptls," Narveson said.
He said he was particularly interested in the history of
Hoover Hall because of the legend.
"I looked, and looked and looked ifor details) about a girl’s
murder ... and I couldn’t find anything." Narveson said.
The Hoover Hall ghost story has several variations on the
Spill campus. which is typical of contemporary folklore. said
Sandra Cote, a lecturer of anthropology.
"Frequently these kind tit-legends Are slippery in their origins," she said.
One Adaptation of the legend his it taking place in
Moulder Hall, an SIM; residence hill that was torn down in
January .12003, smd Brittany Walker, a freshman radio. television ans1 film major.
Walker heard the story from A friend whit used to live in
\I..,ilder Hall who heord it front Another person in the renter.
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Music to my ears ...

Halloween requires no new security at SJSU
By Ling-Mei Wong
/ n
II
f
night will mu it
extro set miry measures at son 1,e
State hovel-sits. said So Robert
Nonego of the 1 ’no ei sits Pt ’or I )e
runnel.
Previt its I lalloween nights lit .m.
pus hove been relatively quiet, he said
"Nothing pet tim ills .t nothing

Ilitrii4r, qt.* that I ,.,01,1 tell smi
petted." Noriega said
lie s,mmd that attipti polls e

gi.

Imp

"b1111110, as 11,11.11" mini W,11111

have odditionol [toot!s tit tttis ems,
"1%’e’ll have our t utti, ens here And
.tuitinue u.mmr 11.11tT11IS around the

ii’ it

residense halls Arid continue ti, patrol

tomtits properts," Norm-go said.
Noriega did, howevei, ono some
pointeis
sr iu in
it,
Ii!
the ,

realism
lot ’king , twit) be dangertms. he said.
"Theo. was one time when spesiti
, ally I st,pred a soling man with o teal
Alf," Notiega said. "It was part ’it his
I; us

s,

that

Are

cirturlie."
"Things

trouble.

like that might get you in
hurt." N.MlegA

Might get Voll

. mtptis Were alsohtil-related. such
lerage possession of Alctthol
It you drink, do so responsibly,"
Ntlflekl
lie said that if students go to bars,
tiles should go in groups And leave in
groups
"We discourage walking (alone)
lote ot night." Not ’ego said.

sAltl.
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Study abroad panel
Political participants
offers global insights to ’parade to the polls’
Mosaic hosts 25 students and facultv
By Monica Lauer
II der
..,it 25 students and tam ults
membeis ottended .1 panel sits, lus
non 141 the t1111V. Abrood progrom on
Thursday in the ’Alt wois Cross Cul
turoll’etiter.
Die ponel WAs Waif 111,1/1 tW1, lAi
ulty And stoff members, three Son Jose
!irate I Ittiversity students who putts
pared ti the stildS Abroad progralli And
three international students stridying
abroad At SIM I.

thin Iiiiekwater

1%Ver

I Mils Matt

Junior animation and illustration major Susie Sahim plays a piece
she said was from the video game "The legend of Zelda." Sahim
said she has been playing piano for eight years and only knows of
a few people that play music from video games

Aticl Nathalie
N1tquet
Noupastio, politico! sciense students
from the Institute fitr Pohl iu al S. tense
Studies in Lille, Fr OliCe,ril mt. irate,’ As
panelists.
Noquet, a ninon who has been at
MS( I for two months, soul she will be

’Iii iI,i

iii 111M11..31

She said she has enjoyed discover
tic .%ttieris ATI IlltIlte, tleW people And
the different vvay s lasses are taught
slitterent woy thinking and
tea. lung." Noquet said
Nouposho is
111111.1r 14110 has
been studying at
’ tame the start
of the semester and is enioving her
tune here, she stud.
"I use in An Apartment with three
,’uumrnu. iii rolinifilates, so I think I Am
trolls learning A lot A1/111It AnierICAII
culture." Nouradio said.
’Die study :anima program to Lille,
Frame was creoted during the Spring
semester ol 20(4, said Cohe Harris,
associate professor of pilaw al science,
Sharyl Cross, professor and depart We
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A.S. event to encourage voter turnout
By Leah Mak:saki
Daily Ste’ Writer
Registered voters residing in
Hoover, Royie, Washburn and Joe
West halls will walk to the polls together in the first ever "Parade to
the Polls" event, coordinated by Associated Students.
According to Mike Nguyen, director of legislative attain for A. S.,
this is the first time A.S. has organized such All event.
Nguyen said events such as
"Mock the Vote and ’Pizza and
Politics" are good ways of getting
students interested in government.
"Parade to the Polls" ma a test
to see if students are raking their
American citizenship seriously by

going to the polls to vote, he said.
Rachel Greathouse, president of
AS,, said it was a niixture of housing stair members and Kyle Kaiser,
residence hall representative and
ntember of A.S., who came up with
the idea for this event.
"Kyle felt it was important to
beng students to be socially responsible and to participate in democracy," Greathouse said.
Residence hall representatives
and members of AS,, Kaiser and
Breeanna Mierop, will be walking with students to Grace Baptist Church, the designated polling
place for students on campus, located at 484 E. San Fernando St.
see
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Drunken amusement finds a parking spot in Fairfield
During the first part of the tour, the taste testing, which you
should be able to tell by now was my favorite part (tithe tour,
the children sat with grim looks on their faces.
Their parents on the other hand, as you can picture, seemed
to be having the time of their lives, drinking and
meeting other parents who had dragged their
children to the brewery.
It really is one of the only places I can remember being where every single one of the
adults had ear-to-ear smiles, while not a single one of the children seemed to be enjoying
themselves in the least bit.
The second best part of the tour was the
video of the brewery process. In a word, it was
magical - or, as one the guys put it, beer pornography, which is now one of my favorite
ery.
sayings of all time.
It is a very similar setting, but now it was
MARK CORNEJO
I have been going to school for the past 17
the adults walking around the main conference
years and have never retained so much informaroom laughing while enjoying the two free beers
trill iii Otte lecture than I did that day. Seriously, test me. I’ve
they received on the tour.
never felt more confident about a test in my life.
Surprisingly, there were several parents who brought their
Jelly Belly also has a video they play, but it is nowhere near
just
come
children, hut probably only because they had either
as good as the beer pornography video.
from the Jelly Belly factory or were headed there.

front tout to tour. I was also introduced to "beer pornogra-

With almost everyone discussing the upcoming presidential election, trying to decide who they want to run the country,
I made my most important decision for this year back on Saturday.
No, it wasn’t whether I would vote Bush or Kerry.
It wasn’t whether I will vote "yes" or "no" on any particular
proposition.
It wasn’t even whether to bet on the Boston Red Sox sweeping the St. I.ouis Cardinals in the World Series - though I
was lucky enough to make the bet.
The decision I made last Saturday with about 10 of my
friends was whether to go to the Budweiser brewery or the Jelly Belly Factory when we made a trip to Fairfield.
So we made the best decision possible, to enjoy the free
taste-testing portion of the Budweiser tour, and then, while in
the right state of mind, take the Jelly Belly tour.
For anyone else who can be described as a 21 -year-old with
the mind ola 3 -year-old, there really is no better way to spend
the day than to enjoy A beer that was brewed only the day before, then go watch dancing robots with huge Jelly Belly jelly
beans on their backs.
The decision couldn’t have turned out any better. Plus. I
was able to witness parents and their children switching roles

phy."
First, at the Jelly Belly factory, it was what you would expect.
There were children laughing and running
around, going almost completely nuts as they
walked around from station to station.
And, along with the 11 slightly inebriated
young men, they stood in awe of the dancing
robots.
As their children were having a hall, the parents, as one would imagine, were just trying to
get by, waiting for the tour to be over so they
could get out of there.
Now, let’s go back to the Budweiser brew-
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TODAY

(1870-1921) will be on display on the fifth floor of the
King Library. For more information, call Mike at

School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the Gallery Office at 924-4330.

802-4037.

National Student Speech
A presentation for Communicative Sciences and
Disorders Awareness Day will take place from
12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Boccardo Business
Complex, room 202. It will be A chance to learn more

SUNDAY
Catholic Campus Ministry
"Faithful Citizenship" will take place at 6 p.m. in the

Catholic Campus Ministry lounge. For more
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.

about jobs in speech therapy, audiology and speech

sciences.

Dr. Martin 1.uther King Jr. Joint Library
An exhibit of documents and photographs frimi the
days of the California State Normal School
(1870-1921) will be on display on the fifth floor of the
King Library. For more information, call Mike at

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry Chapel. For more
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.

802-4037.

MONDAY

World Peace Buddhists
An introductory meeting will take place at 3 p.m. in
the Pacific-a room in the Student Union. For more
information, call Sarah at 296-5718.
SJSU Cyclist
A Halloween hike party will take place at 6 p.m.
Cesar Chavez Park. For more information. call
375-0899.

Mark Corndo it the Spartan Dar& spout editor.
*E.epletrve Woe, appear, ..triv Friday,

Judging others a sign of
ignorance, insensitivity

HAi ’1<L\
1U SUPPOSE
..JO 9L

hearing

party. It’s fantastic.
Once you see this part of beer pornography, you will know
the correct answer to the question,"What’s the greatest job in
the world?"
So, even though the Jelly Belly Factory was fun and all, it
cannot teach a person as much as the Budweiser plant can.
Plus, we got free beer and free beer pornography.

WASTED DAYS AND WASTED NIGHTS

..4N

and

Both videos have a quality-inspection portion of their
whole process, and this is where the main difference comes
into play.
The grown men and women at the Jelly Belly Factory do
not taste the product, but only inspect every batch underneath
a microscope.
The video of these people is some of the saddest footage I
have ever seen - not one person on that video is smiling.
However, beer pornography is filled with cheerfill adults,
urn ... inspecting every batch of delicious Budweiser.
I’m not joking - every scene of the "inspection" is like a

at

Art history Association
A meeting to discuss Art history Day in Nov. 19 and
a symposium in April will take place at noon in the
Art building, rGom 324. For more information, call
Rose Smith at (831) 469-0332.
Catholic

Campus Ministry

Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry Chapel. For more
inf

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library
An exhibit of documents and photographs front the
days of the California State Normal School
(1870-1921) will be on display on the fifth floor of the
King Library. For more information, call at Mike at
802-4037.
Orientation
Applications to become a member of the 2005

ation, call Father Mike Carson At 938-1610.

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library
A documentary film titled "Long Night’s journey Into
Day" will be shown from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p iii. II the
King Library. For more inh,rmation, call
Nancy S. Freeman 287-2529.
Counseling Services

Orientation staff are due. Applications are available at
Student Life and Leadership and the Student Services
Center. For more information, call 924-5972.

An anger management group will meet from 1:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in the Administration building, room 201.
For more information, call 924-591(1

Many students, on their hurried scurry past anywhere frotn
class to any other destination point in downtown San Jose,
have seen what is considered an abominable creature in almost
any society in the world.
Although Halloween is still only two days away, these
monsters - this plague of society - haunt the streets clay and
night looking for absolution and reconciliation in a cold and
unrelenting purgatory.
Their words, almost no more than a 110110W MOall Of desperation, expect no acknowledgement, 11,, acseptanc e and tium
sympathy.
After all, society has conditioned these derelict vreatures --these homeless - to do so.
_
They look longingly - envious of those IVII0
walk along the sidewalk full of life - with their
outstretched hands while many of us shrink
away at the familiar can Lk toilette of wafting
urine.
Spines shiver at the look of the leathery skin
hanging off their bones as they shuffle toward
us, burdened with leaden feet only to reply to
them with a "sorry, I shunt have Ally change to -

ing.
It didn’t cross these people’s minds that perhaps I AM use
cure and that my decision to he tattlItIed was di Ilfell/flg dells11111
AIld rim s011le //thrill trend.
They made tile to feel ashamed of. myself - - prejudim c has
its Way. Or 110,1110g the scared further balk into the closet.
It is with this same preitidis e that Mally argue against gay
Marriage lied/MSC It Is What they believe in.
Don’t get inc Wr011g - I 111/ not care it you’re tin- it 01
Against It. Just tOtIsidler What It’s like to be those pit, Are mak
tug your judgment agallIst.
Perhaps 1110 thltlk that being gay is tin wally wrong. At one
tuck
Illhe Or allOther, the person whp, Sc
ItlIf this dellsIIIII against Illa haVe felt the
Sallie Way. Tiles’ were dillIdltIolled icc ludleVe It
is wrong by those who di, hit /I undertand
But ,fini’t knock it until
tried It
at least III 0/11f head
ccuid.11111.1 rcglcttiills
riti,l/r how A 110,111k-es without first con
011erIllg What It May be like tp u he that pr
Have muut,victuins, but make sure they’re
postitiable.
hi the same way, ’wens c annot right’s
These demoralized few - these so-called
.8/m1114111 ahollt 11t1hIlt 00110 it they dip not
alcoholics, drug addicts and prostitutes - hays.
II/.1te III soelle kith’ or ad tIV1011, eVell It II
been categorized AS the bane of six-iety and spit
01,110 be, outing All IhrOrIlled 0/ter.
ELIZABE TH NGUYEN
upon by the judgmental, labeled as being lazy
111
’gilt/ratite constitute,
and as those getting what they Want amid de
whining. No one like, it.
served.
lel
At least ,are elt..111All to be able fularglle 411011f It Old
Ilnticrrunately fin us, the monstrosity lies in the hand that /JAM’ the 10441Ves behind the arguments.
points the finger.
.Ithiptigh you 111,0 differ in 101Ir 01111110111, at least 11111 .111
iindelsr,nd wl.s sour 11111011ellt 111.4V feel J tenant wa,,many have judged those undeserving ot such critic isins
without ever f iPnsiplering what it may be like to be in the other
What 111.0 icc Wrong for 1011 d .m be right for another
person’s shoes.
things that you 11141’ fake tor granted, Others 111.1y tette/Idler A
EllIpailly Is a trait too often underutilized
.Ninerif Alms.
ItOldlrY.
Pity becomes pride’s evil twin - too disdaitittil tp, .1d d CIA Mill
I remember walking to cilVer A FOP .test at the SAO Jr Ise ValleV
t00 &Nth:able tll have.
Nledical Center. I qui, kened it,’.’ step and hung tightly to ins
Too main Or Ilk have been accused of being heartless, and I
purse As I passed by A slums.’ Mt wing Mall I .101111ell t/tbe I .nc ,4
IOWA ways, It Is true.
the 1111111141Vated defellfts ut Nut, floe.
We Are too hasty to dell& 011 OW idWII kellalVes ts’ithmu mum
I WMted to speak to the organizers of the protest, the
thinking of the consequences it will rillhde tO others.
homeless man, who I had J
,,,,
AAV. sneered at with such
tor
what we pet
on arguments
contempt and dIsglIst, ArTIVed ti the protest and pit ked up A
sonally believe without considering why others may be against
pic ket sigh alit! sat doWII inc rhtflt mm, the hi pspital.
them -- weighing out decisions is too heavy A workload.
Out .if all those whip could be affected In- the clipsure of this
No judgment is justifiable when only One Ode or the issue
to pspinal - all the students, tat Illty
tad dales work
is examined -- otherwise it is ignorant and prejudiced
and
Cr’. and esident. Whit died Wed 110t shoW Olt -- tills hotheless
it is something everyone has been guilty pit or has cm’s-rimed
Mall careci enough tO attend’ aIld .111/41111et111/1g.
at one time or illiOthet.
After mustering up etIOUgh
1111 age hi approach him. I
Most sweltering days, I walk art/1111d , ampus dressed nom
asked vs-4 lie JIM’ tut the fun Ptest
head to toe, even Wearing A sWeatef MI What t all he 011sIdered
!IC answered that Ile VIA, there Isc, Jose it doesn’t matter
SOITle Of the hottest days 4 the year.
who sou Are cur what io ii, have dlr haVellf
Too many times I have been asked whether I would ever
"Et/Cry/Ile Will olle has have the 1,I1 /11t1 lmmttiituc ot needing a
regret being covered in tattoos
whether Eiti afraid ins tat
hospital." he said
s
tiros will end up II .k111114 WhitlIsh %Odell I’M ..14irr
And lie has ever% right to ,
ot my proliCsVor,
t1,uld he st/ .rupid at all
It IleVer Off UlTed tO Me that
institute of higher education.
" AP"Ain I Aniv1"4". I’ ’ 1cr’.,
Si,, It 111,1101der.111011, sIld II Illsellsit11.10. if utterlv
"if:, -!-1
trnri,1 Niehh" 4,rri
trid.4

’Firm

mud, yid,ue is placemi

Letter: A.S. places priority on Homecoming, not fee hikes
I kat editor.

1)elta Zeta Sorority

SATURDAY
90.5 KSJS
A llotnecoming pre -game dance party will take place
from 10:30 A.M. to 2 p.m. in the east parking lot of
Spartan Stadium. For more information, call
Ramon Johnson at 275-6524.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library
An exhibit of documents and photographs from the
IS, hool
days of the Calithrnia State N

The annual "mix-km’’’. event will take plat e at 7
at the Delta Zeta Sorority house. For 1110re
information, call (916) 752-9933.

This week. the Board of Trustees
will vote tip false StUdIetlf tees mum eVell
higher levels than last year. While A.S.
President Rap het Greathouse is WO1
ried about whether the merry -go round
works, and three A.S. otfis crs are busily
making sure they have enough votes fin
I lomecoming king, students at SAII
State University will be toned to 11.0
IllOre rug less

p.m.

Student late and I a:Adel-slim
Applications to take part in Leadership "rippla Are
due. Leadership ’Ft kitty u.ill take place JAIL 11 to Jail
14. Applications are available in the Mosaic Cross
Cultural Center and Student Life and Leadership.

more infiirmation, c all

FM’

Nam Nguyen at 924 6963.

The chair ot the California State
Student A sso, ’anon. Nlatiolip Plat

III, Was Mg eVet1 .0ked to d011IttleIlt 011
the COIlttaLt igned by the CSill and the
govern, pr. because it is well kninvit ti
Sam riMICIIiII that ollt date StIldlellt As
.4d,d4111111 has little felled! .1111011){ the
average student.
Reptiblia an.
and
rat He getting put the vote.
our student gm wernment
Jett/rating
the halltIted 111/101: Wilde the lioard ut
Trustees is VIAIIIK pi., rap the 10118 tern,
tee pp ph, s 411,1 impose high fees, Mike
Ngusen iscs,cmrmech ah011t Whether Ile
WIll he lome,"mmg king.
Let’s Lif e it, we get the government

WC Ask rot, Old
VOtillg.
we have 14,4 ten the student government
we deserve --- elitist, tionperfigniong
sell cheerleaders
The real sad part IN that WC glee this
111th of initipertiatimig stummlet,t repre
selltatIVes hair 111111100 Maar, every year
fdl Wilt* to/ 1111reaSe 1/1If tees, iid spend
it on m anilval galtlles mtmsteaci tki Shltrellt
pfiigrams.
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Costumes can be found
in closet, thrift stores
By Joe Amaral

Daily Staff Writer
As adults and kids buy Halloween
costumes, more options can be available for sonic cheap and quick costume ideas.
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Veronica Ward, an employee at
the Goodwill thrift store at Meridian and Hamilton avenues, said a lot
of people have come into the store for
Halloween costumes.
"You want 0.1 get it for a good
price and you get it for once a year,"
Ward said.
Ward said people often buy regular clothes and come up with their
own costume ideas. She said the prices for used clothes range from $fi to
$S.
The big sellers at the store are
clothes from the ’70s and 10s, Ward
said. She said people buy old clothes
to make retro costumes.
Alan Alegre, a junior nursing major, said he would use regular clothes
for a costume.
"I’m just going to get my dad’s
clothes," said Alegre, who is going
to be a postman for Halloween. "It’s
easy, you don’t have to buy anything."
Rowell Terciano, a junior majoring in industrial technology, said he
was also going to use his own clothes
for a costume.
"I already have suspenders and I
have nerdy glasses. anyway." said Terclan), who is going to be a dork thr
Halloween. "Tuck your pants into
your socks and you’re good.
Ward said Goodwill also sells specific costumes and added that another
big seller has been witch costumes.
Ward said once people buy clothes
for costumes at Goodwill. they can
donate them back.
"You can recycle it through and
return it once sour done." Ward said.
Vicki Hoyt, an employee at Spirit Halloween Store on Blossom Hill
Road and Almaden Expressway said
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any costumes that are revealing, such
as a sexy nurse, have been big with
adults this year.
Hoyt said the store’s big children’s
sellers have been a variety of costumes.
"It’s been all over the board," Hoyt
said.
The costumes that have sold the
most for boys from ages 4 to 7 have
been characters such as Batman and
Spider -Man, and for girls, it has been

"Halloween is a day
when we have ’rights
of reversal,’ so you
break the rules."
Scot Guenter,
professor
fairies and pirates. I foyt said.
Spirit’s prices for costumes range
from $20 to $50. Masks there go
from $20 to $70.
Courtney Siler, a senior kinesiology major, said she would prefer to buy
her costume.
"I’d probably go to a Halloween
store and go out big and get something snazzy and fan," Siler said.
Fabric stores are also a cheaper
outlet to get costumes, Said Christina Murphy, an employee at Hancock
Fabrics on Blossoni Hill Road and
Santa Teresa Boulevard.
Murphy said that "a ton" of people
have come into the store to buy supplies tor costunies.
Daniel BOITOMe0, a senior majoring in justice studies, said he is going
to have a costume that matches with
his teammate.

"I’m going to be a jail bird." Borromeo said. "A girl on my cheer squad
is going to be a cop (and) I’m going to
be her jail bird."
Scot Guenter, a professor of the
humanities department and a program coordinator of American studies, said sonic people who buy costumes at Halloween stores view
people difierently than people who
make their own costumes.
"If you had a store-bought costume, you were of higher status than
other people." Guenter said.
Guenter said there has been a rivalry between children with costumes.
"There became a status -conscious
theme in the society, even of little
kids, based on costumes," Guenter
said. ’You look at little 6- or 7 -yearolds going by and you think ’Aren’t
they cute?’ But among themselves,
they’re already establishing a hierarchy on who has the coolest costume
and what rates and what doesn’t."
Guenter said Halloween in the
United States has changed in the past
40 to 50 years.
"In America, Halloween is about
marketing because our culture is
about consumption and consumer
goods," Guenter said. "When I WAS
A little kid in the 1960s, Halloween
was a holiday for little kids. When
my generation, the baby boomers.
grew up, we wouldn’t let go of the
holiday. Halloween isn’t just a holiday
for little kids now, it’s a major holiday
for people of all ages."
Guenter said trick-or-treating is
a relatively new tradition for Halloween.
"It’s a 20th -century phenomenon,"
Guenter said. "Following World War
II, focus really became on the family,
and that’s when we had this outpouring of Halloween parades for little
kids and communities."
Guenter said that Halloween is a
day when people are allowed to act
differently.
"Halloween is a day when we have
’rights of reversal, so you break the
rules," he said.
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Spartan Idols
sing the night
away
Photos by Don Hoekwater / Daily Staff
RIGHT: Junior justice studies major Joshua Barousse
does a rap act with the Theta Chi ox on Thursday at
the "Spartan Idol" competition, held at the A.S.
recreation area. Barousse is a member of Theta Chi
and was doing his piece ad-lib.
BELOW: Junior communications major Jennifer
Lazarus sings for the crowd during the "Spartan
Idol" competition. One judge said Lazarus
"connected with the audience" more than any of
the other contestants,

SECURITY I UPD not worried about increased threat
continuedfrom page 1

ler
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Noriega said that female students
need to be especially careful if they go
to bars and have alcoholic drinks.
"There have been students (reporting) that they have had drinks
that tasted adulterated," he said.
Noriega said this included saltytasting drinks. Some people said they
felt nauseous or dizzy after having an
"adulterated" drink.
There are ",dcohol-free alternatives" on campus. such as residence
halls having "mos loads" and costume
contests, he said.
However, Noriega said he Was not
too concerned about problems With
people in campus.
"A lot of people don’t stay here."
he said.
Angela Harper. ( ;reek Life coordinator, said that traternities and sori ’es were also not going to take
extra safety measures for Halloween
night.
"(We’ll) probably keep it relatively
the Same," Harper said.
She said sonicif the Greek societies were planning to put in seasonal
events for Halloween.
"Some groups are doing pumpkin
carving," Harper said. "Because it’s
Halloween doesn’t make it any different than any other weekend. except I
know that they have A lot of service
events."
Associated Students also will not
have extra safety Measures tor Halloween night.
Since Halloween falls on a Sunday

this year, no one will be at the A.S.
House. said Maria Murphy, govern’tient administrative assistant.
While there are concerns about
vandalism and pranks. Murphy said
that there have been "no problems
ever."

"Because it
Halloween doesn’t
make it any
different than any
other weekend..."
Angela Harper,
Greek Life
coordinator
She said that in the wake of a hectic Homecoming Week, she plans to
spend time with her family,
"Ertl going to go out with my two
girls," Murphy said.
The A.S. will not need to be on
campus, since the carnival will be
gone and the tents will he down by
Sunday, Murphy said.
"It’s A normal weekend for the

A.S.," she said.
One issue could be noise on campus. Noriega said.
’Noise can be a factor," he said. He
said there could be more noise cornplaints from neighbors.
If a noise complaint is made to
campus police, they Will first determine the jurisdiction of the residence
and whether it should be referred
to the San Jose Police Department,
Noriega said.
"We try to mitigate," Noriega
said.
Officers at the scene will decide
whether to quiet or shut down the
event, he said.
Harper said the Greek societies
have been building ties with the community to deal with problems such as
noise disruptions.
The groups try to have a good relationship with the University Neighborhood Coalition," she said
The University Neighborhood
Coalition is a strong -neighborhood initiative where owners of lo
cal businesses around the university
and members of fraternities and sororities "get dialogue going," Harper said.
"They nut only (could) call ( PD,
but they can contact the fraternits or
sorority directly (in the event of a
problem)," Harper said.
Halloween does not Olean height
ened partying on campus, Harper
said.
"Here for Halloween, it’s not a
big destination," she said "It’s iin bit
with any other weekend."

State pays $500,000 to settle
prison whistle-blower suit
Associated Pre3,
SACRAMENTO A star witness in a March Senate hearing into
problems within the state prison system has settled his whistle -blower
lawsuit against the Department of
Corrections for $500,000.
Richard Knipp testified that he
first drew attention to the department’s skyrocketing overtime and sick
leave costs, A key factor in massive
tine budget .WernIns there.
He soon Was diverted to a series of
dead-end jobs, including one where
for 15 months the $72010- a -year employee said he occupied hiniself monk
by reading more than 200 books in an
attempt at self-improvement. He still
works for the department, but in its
Office of Substance Abuse Programs.
Krupp tiled two lawsuits and a
complaint with the State Personnel
Board alleging the transfers were in
retaliation Mr his making WaVes. Now
lie says he’s vindicated by the department’s settlement, along with findings
by the personnel board and the department’s inspector general.

"Untortunately, it took a lot of time
and effint. and the taxpayers have
been paying for all this stuff," Knipp
told The Sacramento Bee. He estimated the department spent 1100,000
in legal fees.
The department is admitting no
wrongdoing, said spokeswoman Margot Bach: "We still believe these allegations are without merit, but we
figured, let’s settle this thing to our
mutual interest."
Krupp headed the department’s
Personnel Automation Sects in in
119914, when he found the spiraling sick
leave and overtinie costs. When he
Was ignored by department officials,
he went to the Bureau of State Audits, which in January MX) reported

the department WAs SSASti Ig $17 million a year.
Knipp, faced with preparing the
department’s official response to an
audit tinding he himself had triggered. determined the cost of overtime
and sick leave was even higli,t Slog
imumlliimn

Corrections officials disputed his
calculations and transferred him in
September 211.1.1 He sued in 2002.
The settlement ends that suit, as
well as a CIA1111 by Krupp’s wife. correctional Capt. Calla Soon -Knipp. She
WAS investigated this stinilliel after A
subordinate took a st.ite vein le home,
A probe Knipp eOntend,
was retaliatory. Soon Knipp Was i,eVel disciplined.
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ABROAD I

’It .. changed my way ofperceivtng

continuedfrom page 1
mem chair of political science ,and
Harris worked to create the program
to I.ille, France, Harris said.
"We sent about eight students on
the summer program," Harris said.
"And we had our first students from
France in the Fall."
The panel discussion gathered people together who are interested in the
study abroad program, Harris said.
"I thought we needed something
like this to bring all the interested parties together to celebrate the fact that
a university should be universal," Harris said.
Jenin Abed, a junior political science major from the University of Applied Sciences in Bremen, Germany,
also participated as a panelist.
"I wanted to come here because
I knew California was a nice place,"
Abed said.
Her friends did not want her to
come to the United States, she said.
"My friends could not understand
why I wanted to come here," Abed
said. "They were like, ’You want to
learn how to use a gun?’ But I knew
it wasn’t like that. It’s not like everywhere there is war."
Abed will go back to Germany in
December, she said.
Hien Tran, a senior at SJSU and an
international business major, studied

PARADE I
continuedfrom page I
Although Greathouse will
not be joining the "Parade to
the Polls" because Grace Baptist Church is not her particular
polling place, she does hope that,
while students are walking to the
polls, they engage in conversation
about issues on the ballot.
Mierop said all residence hall
representatives, along with any
registered students residing in the
residence halls who want to vote,
will be meeting at 5 p.m. in front
of the Dining Commons to walk
over to the polls together.
"We will be doing this until
the polls close (at 8 p.m.)," Kaiser said.
"I would like as many people
who registered to vote, to vote,"
Kaiser said.
According to Kaiser, this will
be the first time many of these
students will be voting. He said
he is hoping this event will encourage residents to vote to get
more representation from younger voters.
According to Mierop, individuals who are between the ages of
IX and 24 are the least represented in terms of voter turnout.
Mierop said one goal of the
event "is to make a statement that
(students) do care about voting."
"We want to raise the public’s
view of (students)," Mierop said.
The main goal of ’Parade to
the Polls" is for students to be
heard. Nguyen said.
"We want to say we voted for
you, so you listen to us," Nguyen
said.
Although students living in
the residence halls are the target
participants for this event, anyone
with Grace Baptist Church as a
designated polling place is welcome to come. Nguyen said.
"Hopefully it will draw people’, Attention" And get individuals who are registered, but uneasy
about voting for the first time, to
the polls to vote on Nov. 2, Greathouse said.

in Chambery, France, for two months
during the summer of 2003, she said.
When Iran was making the arrangements to study in France, she
had to convince her mother to let her
go, Iran said.
"My mom was very’ strict. But everything she had to say I had an answer for," Tran said.
Tran started working for the study
abroad office at SJSll in the Spring of
2004, Tran said. She helps other students whose parents may not be cornffirtable with then) traveling abroad,
Tran said.
Luz Ramirez, a senior speech communication and Spanish major, said
she attended the panel discussion because she heard about it through her
"Latin American Politics" professor,
who encourages students to listen to
others perspectives.
She also participated in the study
abroad program at SJSU. Ramirez
said. During winter break in 2004
she studied in Cuba, and in the sum /tier of 2004 she studied in Yucatan,
Mexico.
"It totally just changed my way of
perceiving the world and life in general," Ramirez said. "I remember when
I went to my first orientation meeting
and they said ’once the travel bug hit,
you, it hits you bad.’ I think it is true,
because now I am looking into doing
more of that."

LEGENDS

SJSU works with nearly 200 universities in 40 countries, said Dave
Rudel, study abroad coordinator.
"Not all of those programs require
that you know a language ahead of
time," Rudel said. "A lot of universities are starting to offer courses in
English."
Students can work on earning their
degrees while taking classes abroad
and not lose any time toward graduation. Rudd said.
Financial aid can he applied to
studying abroad, except for work study,
Rudel said.
"You can use your loans, your
grants and your scholarships," Rudel
said. "’lliere is a lot of money out there
if you’re willing to put the effort into
applying for those scholarships."
Students pay regular SJSU tuition
and fees in addition to airfare, persona) expenses, housing and meals,
Rudel said.
The credit received is equivalent
to units at S_ISI I and goes on students’
transcripts, Rudel said.
offiie w. irks really chisels
with students through the whole al’
plication and advising process," Rti
del said. "We also do an orientation
program to piepare students to go
abroad."
For more information about the
study abroad program, contact the
study abroad iittice at 924-5931.
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Construction workers for Campus Village move palm trees on Wednesday morning onto the site at
the intersection of Tenth and San Carlos streets.

Similar tales told about Joe West, Hoover halls

continuecifivm page I

,ir IIA, .111 ACCIdellt:

said he has heard stories
from friends about a suicide that occurred in Joe West !fall, and also an
accident where A girl hit her head on
the bed frail ie and died.
Thw legend has probably been expanded mini a few true events that
happened .tnitind Joe West Hall in
the I ’mils, suit Narvesini. A history department ler tiller
in the tilts. a giil was
dead nt bet sleep," he said. "The next
!miming her nionimate tried to wake
her up. but she had an AlletirVSM in the
night and had died."
He said another mysterious death
also
ted in tile i9nOs on What
residents all "quirks IneAdoW," A little
piece ot grass Ni tile Math ’it Joe West,
AVM’ It, iii Sall Salvador Street.
"A guy wanted to blow up Joe West,
And lie had a Numb." Narteson said.
He said the tom .i killed when
VeheltleZ

dence hall, she said.
The Moulder Hall story is essentially the same as the Hoover Hall
ghost legend, but with a slightly different twist.
"A girl was in her dorm, and a
bunch of guys broke in and tried to
rape her," said Lisa Nwoye, a freshman
accounting major and friend of Walker’s who said she heard the story Mini
the same source.
"She ended up dead in the ph :.e
booth," Nwoye said. The phone
would ring and you would hear the
girl screaming."
The legend is a tale of classic ci in temporary folklore, otherwise known
as an urban legend. Cate said.
"I.egends are narratives that are
usually communicated orally, told as a
true story and represent a kind of folk
history," she said.
These stories are usually called or
legends, but Cate said that a mon
accurate name for them would be
"contemporary legends about re, ent
history," because they occur in more
than just urban areas.
One of the characteristics that
identifies the story of the Hoover Hall
ghost as contemporary firlklore is that
it contains A glumly effect to mark
Wine kind of A crime, Cate said, and
ASO because the details of the story
change as it is transmitted orally from
friend to friend.
"You can almost never find tlie
original characteristics of a story," slu
said. "Rarely is it a first-hand expert
ence."
She said the ha, t that the levy, !
Are typically rid As second- or rl
hand stories gives them anthem!, r%
and make the stories more believable.
"It indicates the degree to whir I.
we create, recreate and tell stone about events that tout Ii on ignile111,
that are prevalent in society At A given time," Cate said. "Even it it is not
true, what is signitii ant is that it still
circulates."
An additional SJS1 I legend exists
about Joe West Hall, said Fernando
Velaspiez, .1 senior industrial techwil
ogy major.
"Joe %Vest is haunted," lie said
"Suppisedly every year someone di,

his bomb went off at about .3 a.m.
before the Wan expected it to
and
caught hint by surprise.
"That actually happened," Narvesill) said.
C,Te said that campus legends
binction as warnings about personal
sat etv. and their telling allows apprehensive residents to talk about safety
concerns without directly speaking
about their personal tears.
"The thing to think about is, ’What
is the truth value here?’" Cate said. "Is
it a literal recounting of a historical
event, or the degree to which it expresses a prevalent social concern?"
Contemporary folklore has exploded im the Internet, said Nikki Taylor,
a rNular .ontributor to the Usenet
newsgrotip altti ilklore.gliost-stories,
in an e-mail interview.
"It used to be stories were passed
along face-to-face. then by phone,
iv uw by cmnputer." she said. "Things

can get passed around the world in a
matter of hours."
Taylor said that in addition to reading about urban legends on the I smer
newsgroup, people e-mail them to her
several times per week, .ind she also
reads tb, ito urban legends lin W’eb
sites such As Sillupes.s ’iii
The most COMItioll type of folklore she said she receives is an e-mail
asking her to tl,rward it to II) frauds.
and then they forward it n, iii, titer hit
friends and so on, and in return the
sender’, Are pr011iked ti receive Molter
or merchandise Mini companies such
AS Miir0Soft
ViCtoras Secret.
A variation of the e-mail forward
legend asks readers to send A get- well
card to a sick boy. ’Llylor said, lie has
not only received several thousand
cards over the many years that the e
mail has circulated, she said. but he is
now A grown HMI and no longer ill,
but still receiving cards.
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Women’s tennis team wraps up fall season
By Ling-Mei Wong
Daily Staff Writer
The Spartan women’s tennis team
ended its season for the semester, playing three tournaments and developing a
strong team bond.
The women’s tennis team will pick up
again next Spring semester.
"Overall the team did well," said head
coach Anh-Dao Nguyen about the team’s
season so far.

Tournaments
The women’s tennis team played three
individual tournaments this semester.
Individual tournaments are different
from team tournaments, since the team is
not evaluated as a whole, Nguyen said.
Instead, the players are judged in individual matches and doubles matches,
she said.
"It’s more for practice," team member
Courtney Koenigsfeld said.
Last weekend, the Spartans played at
the Northwest Regional tournament at
Stanford University.
"I was really impressed with certain
performances," Nguyen said.
Nguyen said Koenigsfeld played espe-

It

Courtney Koenigsfeld of the San lose
State University women’s tennis team
practices prior to the Spartans last
tournament. The Spartans have ended
their fall season, and will begin play
next semester.
Photo courtesy of Anh-Dao Nguyen

cially well.
"Courtney beat the No. 2 girl from
Santa Clara University," she said.
Koenigsfeld defeated Catherine Cochrane in a singles match with scores of
6-4, 2-6 and 6-3.
The duo of Koenigsfeld and Kathy
Van won a doubles match 8-2 against the
University of Nevada- Reno’s team of Audrey Bardot and Christine Tilley.
The tournament was rained out the
first day and the third draw of the consolation round was rained out also, Nguyen said.
Nguyen and Koenigsteld anticipated
tougher competition at this tournament,
with some teams ranked in the top 10 nationally, Koenigsfeld said.
Competition has been healthy for the
Spartans, though, Nguyen said.
"It’s good for us to have competition
like that," she said. "The competition is
really strong."
From Oct. 15 through Oct. 17, the
Spartans played at Saint Mary’s College Invitational women’s tournament in
Moraga,
The Spartans won five doubles
matches out of three Nights of doubles.
The tournament ended early because of
the rain, Nguyen said.
Koenigsfeld and Van defeated University of Nevada-Reno 8-1 and Loyola
Marymount 8-6 in their doubles matches.
Ashley Tavita and Elite !Farms beat
Gonzaga 8-3, UC Davis 8-2 and University of San Francisco 8- 3 for doubles.
"I’m really happy with the results," TA vita said. "I had a really great tournament

it Saint Mary’s."
More schools played at the second
tournament, Nguyen said.
"The competition was ’ tougher at
Saint Mary’s (than at the Bulldog Classic
women’s tennis tournament)," she said.
The Bulldog Classic was held Sept. 24
through 26 in Fresno.
Koenigsfeld won two rounds and then
lost in the final round to the No. 1 -seeded
player, she said.

Team Dynamics
Tavita is a freshman who was recruited from Fountain Hills High School in
Phoenix last November. This was a result
of her sending out videos of her playing
tennis and introducing herself to
lot of
schools up and down California."
She made a fworable impression on
Nguyen, who considers her as one of the
team’s top players.
Koenigsfeld Was recruited three years
ago from Red Mountain High School in
Mesa, Ariz., and said she enjoys playing
for the Spartans.
Some recruits come from halfway
around the world to play with the Spartans. Elke harms and Kerilyn Grant are
both from South Africa. Harms attended
Rustenberg High School in Rustenberg.
while (;rant went to Milner 110 School
in Klerksdorp.
Nguyen herszlf had been recruited
to play on the Spartans women’s tennis
team from 1983 to 1986. She has been
head coach since 1992 and said she has
seen the athletics program improve over
the years.

Changes include more scholarships,
more volunteering and more community service opportunities for the team,
Nguyen said.
Nguyen credits the team members
for doing so well with their time management.
"You’ve got to be really committed to
be on the team; she said.
The players are disciplined, Koenigsfeld said.
"It’s a balance," she said.
The team practices Monday through
Friday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. unless it
rains. The players also workout with a
strength and conditioning coach three
times a week, Nguyen said.
"It’s 20 hours a week," she said.
Next week, the Spartans will reduce
practices to three times a week until the
season begins again next semester.
Tavita said spending so much time
with each of her teammates has brought
the team together in friendship and
skills.
Our season’s going to be great," she
said. "All the girls are really close, talent -wise."
"Everyone performed really well," Tavita said.
Despite the tough competition. Nguyen is confident the team will do well.
"I’ve seen the girls work very hard,"
she said.
Nguyen also has high hopes for the
new players on the team.
"Basically, I am happy with the recruiting process," she said. "We got a couple if new girls that I’m happy about that
will help i nut with the team this year."
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EMPLOYMENT
1100

A

FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO
BARMOST: PT positions
available in busy family style
restaurant in S vale All shifts
available/Flex hrs $10 50/Sir to
o 408-733-9331 Wendy
CAREGIVER WANTED PT
Jiident avail M F
(0C.CaSicinal we evesi to
provide bedside care for
24 yr male PVS patient
Must nave nursing assistant
knowledge background be
compassionate outgoing 8
willing to make commitment
for hoursIworkdays Call
Jamie 4013-260-6994 or email
chadkare wahoo rom
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elerri Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs Pit M -F 2-6 15pm
Pay Flange $783 -Sir 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354 03700X245
TEACHER’S AIDE: Jr & Sr
High Math Santa Clara Private
Schivil M -F 9-3 $10 00/hr
Fax ms to i4013) 247-0996
TEACHER’S AIDE: Jr % Sr
High ESL. Santa Clara Private
School M F 93 $10 00/hr
Fax res to 14081 2.17-0996
TEACHERSANSTRUCTORS
PI instructors Elem schools
Degree/Cred NOT required
ivy 10, lear Iltraj exp Need car
VIA 408 2017 4170.408 EOE’AAE
CHILOCAREICHILDREN’S
PROGRAMS DIRECTOR. P/T
Appiii .ints should have ECE
units inanagement/leddership
itSkills We are also
ing appticationS for Childcare
Staff & fount Desk Staff Fax
resume.. 14081 358-2593 or
clubO’lqsmi corn
NANNY/ASSISTANT NEEDED
P/T Two Kids 11 8 17
CALL 892-4407
HELP WANTED, Internet/Comm
firm expanding SJ area Help
w/PR & Publicity Great Pay’
Have Fun, To inquire
1.1388-269-0287
MAKE EASY MONEY?
Promo Reps needed to distribute flyers on campus Nov 8
12 Must have digital camera
$200 plus bonus for
best pictures Email
affredoiirhadleymedia corn
for details
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to ipecitry telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts they
should require complete infor
matron before seriding money
tor goods or services In addition readers should carefully
Investogate all firms offering
employment listings is Coupon, lin discount vacations
or merchandise
10129104

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic 8 energetic
victuals to work at newt., nails
pnvate events A c,k,
FT,PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of tun 8 earn good
money Call 408-867-7275

FREE BOOK or’ Past Lyes
SJSU INTERNATIONAL
SE
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Dreams & Soul Travel from
For American and International Experienced Efficient Exact
ECKANKAR Call toll-free
Familiar with APA Chicago Styles recording 1-877-411-1800 ,a
Fun and FrSietunddelyntEs nvironment ESL is a specialty Gracea831
visa www eckankar org/Fre..Boek
5 minute walk to campus
252-1108 or Evagrace iraot ccn.
-Internships possible
Wireless Internet
or www gracenotesediting corn
’All mapors may apply
Well-equipped
uinppeldkitychgonms
aci
’Scholarships awarded
EDITING BY PROFESSIONAL SEER-UOUOR-SPORTS SIGNS
Computer
annually
WrIter/EdItor Term papers
pianos and game rooms
2
For Sale Lighted Neon
RENTAL HOUSING
Sorne conditions apply
theses reports 13 yrs busiLaundry facilities Parking
Tin Mirrors Banners Local
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
’Gain valuable experience in
Call 924-6570 or stop by tor ness & technical nap Accurate Pickup 8 Discounts Available
DECORATOR
APT-UNIGUE
Counselors for alter -school
sales/customer service
8 Efficient I also do resumes & San Jose Area View items at
a tour Check our website
Spanist Revival Charm We
outreach programs Facilitate
No experience necessary
408-972-0319
newsletters
PAT STUDENT WORK
mine sisu edu/deptsahouse
are looking for a long term
wens beerphernalia corn or Cali
Training provided
curriculum based activities
$1450 to START
360 S tlth Street ibehreen
financially responsible person
ROD a 408-691-3647
Bilingual a plus 10-15hrheli SlOthr
No Exp / Will Train
San Carlos 8 San Salvador) PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
sober
1
who
is
clean
quiet
8
experence.
Earn
income
&
gain
Visit wwwgirtscoulsofscc org
Call BIRTHRIGHT 408.241 8444
Suits All Majors
LOST AND FOUND ADS ARE
CALL 615-1500 9 am 5 pm bedroom with den hardwood
for into Send cover lee., a, re,
Convenient or eon 550-4900 FreeConlidential
ROOMS
Great Resume Exp
RENT.
for
OFFERED FREE AS A SERVICE
rave workforstudents cornsisu floors This SF style flat has
Manse Cidre Girl Scout,. ot Santa
FT/PT
location We are taking app ca
00 ’eE CAMPUS COMMUNITY
private
front
A
plus
a
yard
Clara County 1310 S Bascom
lions for rooms available on
START IMMEDIATELY
rear entrances 5850. 551ACCOUNTING/FINANCE
Ave San Jose CA 95128 or FAX
Call 408-436-9336
So 13th St near Santa Clara
PAID INTERNSHIP: Temp to 553 So 6th Si LOOK THEN
14081 287.8025 or mcictrete
St This is close to San Jose
FunStudentWork corn
CALL’ 408-286-0590
perm Acclig,Finance Maiors
girlscoutsofscc org. AAJEOE
State University near the heart
Excel/
Word
Basics
Good
ROOMMATE for Person wets
of San Jose You’ll be within
SPARTAN
SHOPS
FACULTY/
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA A Disability: Hope Services is Communication and Analytical STAFF HOUSING: Newly
walking distance to ’moving
Skills 3 days per week flexible
Salary Free Rm & Transport hiring roommates for persons
many of the downtown shops
BA
remodeled
4
FULL
2
5W
Hrs Fax Resume to Natalie
www angelaconsulling corn
with developmental disabilities
restaurants All rooms have
1 872 sq ft Vietorian duplex
19491767.5911
Great Exp & Resume Builder in San Jose Qualified appliprivate entrances Each room
All appliances new central
Call Peter 301-530-0976
cants will have a California
ACROSS
offers
a private lull bath indiair ’Washer & Dryer/parking,walk
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
LATINO/HISPANIC MEN
1
driver’s license automobile
l’,JMI:/u9’
vidual air condrtionaing 8 a
SPERM DONORS NEEDED to campus Waterlrash paid
INSTRUCTIONAL LIFEGUARDS insurance, a clean DMV record
4
Sapples
war! gear
park
Monthly
refrigerator
SMall
No
pets
§1
675/mo
Perfect
The Palo Alto CA branch of
Part or Full time in San Jose and a car Professional or
me’
ing
at
available
passes
Excuse
may be
8
for family or roommates CALL
SPAMilt..,.r\-’ i . j B,A.D.S
the California Cryotank is
Flex hours/days Mon -Sal
personal experience working
12 Enthusiastic
an additional cost Street parkT A.D.A
seeking men of all ethnicities NOW’ Beth.. 408-924.22a5
H.A. I .K.0
ALOE
Gall Peter. Jacob or Crystal iv with someone with a disability
review
ing available Coin opererated
for our sperm donor programs
408-295-0228 Email resume is a plus The ability to Work
ASP
N
I GOR
V.,.N.E
13 Fans tribe
MOVE IN
I1899-5950/ laundry No pets Excellent
11 you are currently attendto jobs,resba org of Fax 408- independently exercising
4 Hauled along
ii141;T..P.
A
T
MO. 2
RJLL BA IL 2 BD/ value . $575/mo all util paid
ing college or hold BA degree IBA AP
275-9858 or US mail to 730 good judgement and dec,sion
WILL woos wri,
16 KniOted
No Deposit Required Building
ARNiip
(CA
you can earn up to $900’mo
YOU un the DEPOSIT 2 BLKS
Empey Way San Jose 95128 making skills is essential The
run by professional managers
Guinness
A R
AL
. .
receive a free comprehensive from SJSU PARKING! CATS
Must have current lifeguard. Roommate s major duty is to
17 Wise inveStOrS
Reserve your room today Call
I .R.E N
W/D Wafer--Trash Paid
L
GO
ZEN
first aid .8 CPR certifications
be available in the home from health screening 8 help infertile OK’
or
email
(4081
254-4500
vids
i
couples For more information Great Roommate Floor Plan’
0..P
.T
AGA
NE
-Fri
9
a
m
Mon
a
p
m
to
corn
mortgages ristatewidere
19 MP Bill
DEU VERY DRIVERS
Otto apply online please visit Well Managed Student Bldg
MAC
R
US
L .U.N.A.R
to assist the individual in the
First 5 qualified aps will receive
21 In additor
CALL NOW’ 408-378-1409
Party rental business
www cryobankdonors corn
During
emergency
event
of
an
.
I
T
parking
iiiie
pass
month
8
a
free
3
22 Overfeed
Perfect for Students,
a free copy of their credit report 23 Cate au STUDIO APT for RENT
Earn $250 every weekend’ these hours the roommate
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
receives an hourly wage The
25 Canape topper
Located in Bustling Downtown.
FAR iNA
.USTO
Must have reliable truck or
31
18
Healthy
ages
females
This apartment is lust blocks
27 Date’ 12 *AS I
van Heavy lifting is required roommate pays rent but is
BLURTLIRA
.
Donate to infertile couples
compensated for services proaway from SJSU making it
31 Bcreser s 1012rods I
408-292.7876
R.G.IE
your
eggs
many
some
of
the
L
.4
MON
DRAG
vider) We are looking for appliPERFECT for students, Farther
35 Lyle poem
UNIT1...A
body disposes monthly
ENDS
EMBER
SASE
GROOMER’S ASSTAKENNEL cants who will be roommates to
36 Software buyers
conveniences this apartment
WILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
COOMENSATION 16,000
help needed for small exclusive female clients
gincludec
t 569 00 Der yeaf
38 Br ooding
. 1r eta In
20041,10 rar
Call Reproductive Solutions now includes are laundry facilities
strop R kennel P71 iues-Sat We are also looking for
Inlo call
F.
60
Save
30
easy
kin
Volkswagen
access
to
Bay
Area
39
818-832-1494
Must be reliable honest able COMPANIONS. Companions
1-800-655-3225 or
freeways Please contact John
41 Pearly whites
32 Labors
DOWN
to do physical work Prefer exp do not live in the Clients home.
www studentdenIal corn or
"14081 947-0803 for showing
43 Milquetoast
33 Usher in
1 South Seas
working w/ dogs but will train but work part time providing
weirs goldeossestgental corn
44 Soapdish actor
34 wanderer
paradise
Great oppty for dog lover Can daily living skills training for
2 wer, imam,
TIRED OF SHARING
46 Rush off
37 Waited M the
STUFFERS
ENVELOPE
Fax resume to 408-377-0109 clients The pay is $12/hour
S450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
A BATHROOM??
40 Makes Wiry
48 Fleur -de- 3 Badger
Working From Home
Earn
$5
or Call 371-9115
Please visit our web site at
SCHEDULING BONUS
Come see our HUGE .? 80
42 Watch pert
49 Lrbrary shelves
4 Least certain
Call 19721 504-2640
WWW hopeserwces org to learn
2 FULL BA Over 1000 So Foot 4 hours of your Iniup slime
51 Full of gift shops
l2wdSl
5 Tenet
RECEPTIONIST: Driving Sch more about HOPE To apply,
45 Make do with
53 Congers
6 Pesky insect
MUSICIANSnyord Das, peri.usn Apartment’ Walking Distance to PLUS our free ices treei
P/T Afternoons/Weekends
call Shideh 14081 282 0485 guar sax or any Dress instmnt pryer
fundraising solutioris EQUALS
Please
SJSU
Newly
Remodeled
Correct
47
7
55
Oil
barrel
Razor
Immediately Call 768-0566
or email hef u SShahvanan
$1000-52000 in earMNS
Laundry Facilities Parking
56 ’reran s country
Visit svww engr sisu edu/rkwok
50 Winter runner
sharpener
,irhopeservices
org
E0E/AA
g.roup
Call
TODAY
for
your
Security
Gate
Easy
Access
59
Santa
Claus
Portraits
52
dispenser
8
Cash
WAITRESSESS I DANCERS
for n50 bonus when you
to Bay Area Freeways
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS?
assistant
54 Sticky mud
9 Jug or cooler
No Exp Nov Will train Must
MARKETING REP-ON CALL
your non sales fund61 Went toward
10 Famed volcano 56 Manse data
be 21 Great PT Flex Hours. Place Movie Posters in Stores Earn $15 $125 A inure per survey Substantially Larwr than Others’ schedule
raiser with CampusFundraiser
51195/mo
4-947-01303
65 Tortilla men
57 Completely
11 Convene
Call 408-292.3445 atter 2 OOPM $10/hri.GasaBonus. Need Car Www pardonlinesurveys corn
Contact CaropusF undraiser
wreck
68 Baseball or
12 Cheerleaders
A Camera 18001 852-6250
18881 923-3238 or visit
shuffleboard
58 Flying prefix
*Ws* Campuslundraiser corn
69 Tornado warning
60 Eggs demon
154:ccso,
70 Leadmg
62 hazard
18 Insect eater
71 Dutaal S locale
20 Kauai neighbor 63 Discharge
72 Minding other
FoaNamNaL/Acmict ’Ana cAuAli-924-3277
24 NeShno places 64 Fox s abate
peoples business .26 Mix of oaterS
86 Whichever
73 Geraint s wife
27 Enpys anal Sib 67 Caesar s 52
Print your ad here Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
74 Hardened
28 Full-grown
as cement
19 TV and r ache
30 Straight
CANT CARRY A TUNE IN
A BUCKET? You can still
be a voice for the San Jose
Repertory Theatre by joining
QUI subscription sales phone
campaign 20...hrs/wk 5.9pm
Mon --Fri and Sat 10-2 Base
Comm. Free Tix Experience
Valuable. Will Train Long-term
Part Time job 11 you have a
love for the arts call Linda at
408-367-7232

ATTENTION .SJSU STUDENTS
PART TIME OPENINGS
HIGH STARTING PAY
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES

SHARED HOUSING

ROOM FOR RENT: Female
Non-Smoker 3BD’2BA Home
in Quiet Area 7 miles So of
SJSU 1 Blk to LT Rail $425
mo md util 408 265-6381

FOR SALE

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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bring ’art’
Calendar Movie ’saws’ through convention Filmmakers
horror to United States
By Yasuyo Nagata
Daily Staff Writer

Music

The SJSU Wind Ensemble and
the SJSU Sympbonk Band will
both perform at 7:30 p.m. today
at the SJSU Concert Hall.
Tickets are $5 for students. For
more information, call 924-4673.
A Pre-Game Dance Party,
hosted by KSJS and Associated
Students, will take place from
10:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. on
Saturday at the Spartan Stadium
east parking lot. Admission is
free with a Tower Card. For
more information, call
924-6242.
The Fog Valley Drifters will perform at the I lalloween Bluegrass
Bash on Sunday at Ocean
Thunder in Monterey. For more
information, call (831) 643-9169.

When people go to sleep, they
might not wake up in the same place
as they slept.

REVIEW
Some may wake up in filthy water,
some may be on millions of pieces of
glass and some may wear iron masks.
However, they don’t know why
they wake up in such situations. The
only thing they know is that they
have to survive because their deaths
are close.
Characters in a new horror movie,
"Saw," wake up in terrifying and unusual situations.
A man named Adam (Leigh
Whannell, "The Matrix Reloaded")
wakes up in the dark and he is in a
bathtub tilled with turbid water.
Adam has no idea where he is and, all

or 3 sudden, the lights turn up and there
is another man, Dr. Lawrence Gordon
(Cary Elwes, "Shadow of the Vampire"),
in the same situation as Adam.
Adam realizes that he can’t escape
anywhere. He can’t even walk from
one wall to the other because he is
chained to the wall 36 Gordon is.
Adam and Gordon are chained in
an old, subterranean chamber at opposite corners.
In the middle of the room, there is
a dead man in a pool of blood, and he’s
holding a gun and a tape recorder in
his hands.
Both Adam and Gordon find envelopes in their pants’ pockets, along
with cassette tapes.
They try to take the tape recorder
from the dead man’s hand, but finally
they listen to the evil, mechanical voice
of a criminal who calls himself "Jigsaw."
The entire room is old and dirty,
but there is a new clock hanging on
the wall, and it shows 10 o’clock, but
Adam and Gordon don’t know whether it’s morning or night.

The Cramps will perform with
Eagles of Death Metal, Davie
Allan and the Arrows and the
Gore Gore Girls at 7 p.m.
on Sunday at The Warfield
in San Francisco. Tickets are
$25 and are available through
Ticketmaster by calling

998-Tixs.

Performing Arts
Playwrights of Color, featuring works by students as well
as professionals, will continue
its run on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday at the City College of
San Francisco. Tickets are $5 for
students. For more information,
call (415) 239-3100.

"Jigsaw" challenges Adam and Gordon to escape from the room by the
time the clock hand shows six, otherwise one or both of them will die.
Their prevention of death begins.
Adam and Gordon think about
how they got in the room.
Gordon remembers that detectives
suspected that he might be related to
an odd and gloomy serial killer named
Jigsaw.
The memories of Adam and Gordon develop the story of "Saw."
"Saw" not only makes the audience nervous, but it makes them think
about the value of life.
Two young Australians. James
Wan, a director, and Whannell, writer
and the lead character, came up with
the story idea of "Saw."
Both Wan and Whannell are 26
years old, and they didn’t have much
money to create the movie.
However, people highly regarded
Wan and Whannell’s work at the Sun dance Film Festival, and after a competition with other companies, Lions Gate
Films, the stone company that produced
"Fahrenheit 9/11," bought their film.
The movie "Saw" is a horror film,
but it’s also suspensefill. There are a
lot of creative and thrilling scenes that
will keep viewers in their seats.
There are not many scenes that people will need to cover their eyes for during the film because Wan and Whannell had to cut some scenes before they
released the film in the United States.
The two Australians gave an exciting
horror movie to the United States, and
they don’t betray the expectations from
the audience. There are sonic: conrming
scenes, but it will probably make sense at
the end Mr most oldie audience.
Many reviewers of horror, mystery
and suspense movies often write that
there are surprising endings in the stories, but sometimes there aren’t any
However, "Saw" does have a surprising ending that viewers will probably never think would happen.
Experience Austrdian-style thrill this
weekend and tell I Ahers what y it "saw."

INsectors James Wan
Cast: Cart EiWeS,
I.eigh 1Vhantiell
Production Company:
( ;Ate Films
Running Time: 100 min.

Art
Art of Zinc; 04 will continue its
run until Sunday at the San Jose
Museum of Art. Admission is
free. For more information, call
273-4177.

Cara Bowyer 1

By Yasuyo Nagata
Daily StaffrWriter
Two young Australians recently visited cities in the United States
and other countries such as Japan and
Canada to introduce their new horror
movie, "Saw."
Director James Wan and Leigh
Whannell, the lead actor in the film
and also the writer, came to San Francisco on Oct. 18.
On the day of the movie preview,
only Whannell showed up in Mint of
the audience, but on the next day, Wan
also joined the interview for the press at
the Prescott Hotel in San Francisco.
"A lot of audiences were vocal,
very loud and excitable," Wan said
about audience viewings of the film in
the Bay Area. Wan said even he and
Whannell weren’t inside of the theater
while the audience was watching the
movie, but they could still hear the excited voices of the audience members.
Wan and Whannell, who have been
friends since they were in film school
together in Australia. said they went
through a lot of difficult steps in the
process of completing "Saw."
It took about one month for Wan
to come up with a specific story idea,
"and Leigh spent basically two years
writing a screen play," Wan said.
After Wan told Whannell the idea
of "Saw," Whannel didn’t have any arguments and began writing the screenplay, Wan said.
"I talked with Leigh :ind brainstormed ideas, but I trusted him,"
Wan said.
"Saw" is Whannell’s first attempt at
writing the plot of :nut acting as a lead
role in his own scenario.
"It was nut’ ire COillfOrrable than Acting in someone else’s stuff because you
feel like you get more ownership,"
Whannell said.
While Whannell was writing the
script, he said lie had his own images
of each character. I
Whannell
said, "It’s interesting how, on, e is ruts
get in the roles of the film, .ictors become that character."
Wan and Whannell ould have
conic up with a 1111/%3C ifl a different
genre, but Wan said lie and 1.1’hatinell
are big fans of the art -house film genre.

and that it was easier for them to come
up with the artistic aspects of the film.
Whannell also said, "I think the
horror (genre) is a good way to comment on social issues or express opinion through them."
While Whannell was writing the
screenplay, he visited hospitals to talk
with doctors for the story of the movie,
but, "in terms of the killer, it was more
of an imagination thing," he said.
Wan and Whannell said they were
in Japan before they catne to San Francisco. They said some Japanese people
were able to watch the uncut version
of "Saw" in the preview, but they had
to cut some scenes for the U.S. version
of the film. Wan said he didn’t expect
he would have to cut some scenes, but
some people said the film had too many
psychologically frightening moments.
However, Wan said only a few
scenes were cut, and Japanese people
will only be able to watch the same
version as Americans after the film is
officially released.
Wan said making a film with a
sntall budget and limited time was
much scarier than having a nightmare.
Wan said he shot "Saw" in 18 days.
While Whannell was writing the
script, he thought about what he
would do if a bad situation actual
It happened to him. "If things realb
happened, honestly, I think I would
cry," Whannell said.
Even though W’an and Whannell
faced several problems while making
the film, Wan said being flexible was
one of the maim things lie learned
tin, nigh the filmmaking process.
"Otie pisitiye thing I learned is
people in Hollywood are Walk 10,/k
irug for good scripting and good
ties. AtitLif uti get i me, you an :Lis k
it," Win said.
Wan also said he wings to apply
what he learned from the process of
making "Saw" tOr his next wf frks.
Whannell also learned many things
nom making "SAW," and he said he
wi Add definitely use what he learned
Mr his next work.
lie said he mostly learned a lot
Mini audiences through introduc ing
the film m different places.
"’Suet learn errant things nom audiences," he said. "I really have learned
nom seeing h ow people react to el
rain moments I It the flint:.
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The Bee Sting is served at Teske’s Germania Restaurant Bar 8, Beer
Garden, located at 225 N. First St. in San Jose.

Women on the 1 ioge: The Culture
0.1Veuracthenia in 19th-Century
’Interim will rim until Feb. 6,
2005, at Stanford University.
Admission is fire. For more infix!nation, call (650) 723-4177.

By John Myers
Daily A&E Editor
For those students who are still
wallowing in post-Olctoberfest depresstrn, Teske’s Germania Restaurant Bar
& Beer Garden has the cure.

Suspensions, an exhibit that
is part of the "New Works by
California Artists" series at the
Triton Museum of Art, will
run from Nov. 4 until Jan. 2,
2005. Admission is free, and the
Triton Museum of Art is located
in Santa Clara. For more information, call 247-3754.

REVIEW
With a black floater on top of a
golden pedestal, the Bee Sting shot is
a sharp point of licorice liqueur and a
thick underbelly of smooth honey.
The shot is one-fourth Jagerrneister on top of three-fourths Barenjager honey liqueur, giving it both a
medicine -like bite followed by a coat
of sweetness.
The usual Jagermeister aftertaste
of boiling licorice lingers titer the shot
has been buried in the drinkers throat,
and the drinker can expect to renientber the shot through constant belches
for the rest of the night. But such is the
price for holding on to C)ktobertest
dreams for the last days of the month.
However, Teske’s bartender David

Eike
The San Jose Jewish Film
Festival will continue its run
through Nos. 21 at Camera 12
Cinemas. For more information,
call 874-5907.

II 11 Is-swesei

Thompson furtively handed out A second shot of another dark liquor. saying
it was what the bartenders drink.
"People drink the hell out of that
s --t," said Charlie Mann. another
bartender at the restaurant.
Jagertee, which goes down with
a fire similar to Jagermeister, is an
Austrian drink that is traditionally
added to tea.
"But we don’t do that here,"
Thompson said.
Mann said Jagertee is the most
requested shot in the restaurant.
Thompson served the shots along
with a Spaten Oktoberlest chaser
beer, which he said the restaurant
serves all year long.
Bit patrons can he stung by the
bee for $3.75, the same price as :ill of
the shots at the restaurant.
Teske’s Germania is located at
255 N. First St. and is open lutes days through Fridays for lunch iron,
10 a.m. until 2 p.m. and dinner from
5 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. and Saturdays for
dinner only from 5 p.111. Wail 9:30
p.m. Teske’s is closed ott Sundays and
Mondays.
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open until 2 a.m.
I. iy and Saturday
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Please leave your pets at home.
For mpre iiiformation, call
Pets & More at (408).374-9722
or visit www.upscalereptiles.com
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